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- . COVER co·NTEST-
WE'RE LOOKING FOR LOCAL HEROES 
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YOU 
· COULD BE ON THE COVER OF FOLIO WEEKLY 
AND WIN LOTS OF GREAT PRIZES. 
You or someone you know can have the thrill of winning the Folio Weekly cover contest and appear on the cover of the 
September 19 issue of Folio. · , 
Here's your golden opportunity to grace the cover of 30,000 copies of the First Coast's hottest magazine; to impress your 
friends, family and co-workers; to be interviewed and profiled by one of Folio's ace reporters; to be photograped by Folio's 
own Sue Root; to be featured with Dave Scott & John Hancock of the Yl03 Morning Team; receive a dinner for 
four at the Point of View Restaurant ~nd a beach cruiser from Orange Park/Lakeshore Schwinn. 
Judges will determine cover contest Honorable Mentions and Winner based upon: / . 
- \ 
• Character and accomplishments of :1ominee 
• Originality of application and information 
• Humor, charm and personality of nominee 
PRIZES 
FIRST PLACE: an intervi~ with Dave Scott & John Hancock of the Yl03 Morning Team, dinner for four at the 
Point of View Restaurant, a SolarWind Beach Cruiser from Orange Park/Lakeshore Schwinn and, of course, a 
cover story in Folio Weekly. 
HONORABLE MENTION: Photographs of Honorable Mentions will be published in Sept. 19, 1989 issue of Folio 
Weekly. 
HOW TO APPLY: ( 
.. Fill in the· application below and submit it with a supporting statement (100 words or less) and, if possible, a recent 
photograph by 5 p.m. Monday, August 28, 1989 to COVER CONTEST, Folio Weekly, 8101 Phillips Hwy., Suite 14 
Jacksonville, FL 32256. All applications including photographs will become the property of Folio Weekly and may b; 
rep~oduced, in whole or in part, in subsequent issues of Folio Weekly, in editorial or promotional copy. • 
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I APPLICATION: Please type or print clearly. . · . 1 
I . I In approximately 100 words or less, tell us why you or your nominee should be on the air with Y 103 and the cover of Folio 
I Weekly. (Use additional paper). I 
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Prudenttal·Bache 
Securities 
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Prudential-Bache Securities Inc. , 1300 Gulf Life Drive, Suite 508 
Jacksonville, FL 32207 
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